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Summary. This paper identifies a criterion for choosing the largest set of rejected 
hypotheses in high-dimensional data analysis where Multiple Hypothesis testing is 
used in exploratory research to identify significant associations among many 
variables. The method neither requires predetermined thresholds for level of 
significance, nor uses presumed thresholds for false discovery rate. The upper limit 
for number of rejected hypotheses is determined by finding maximum difference 
between expected true hypotheses and false hypotheses among all possible sets of 
rejected hypotheses. Methods of choosing a reasonable number of rejected 
hypotheses and application to non-parametric analysis of ordinal survey data are 
presented. 
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2. A Non-Parametric Maximum for Reasonable Number of Rejected Hypotheses 
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 (𝑅𝑖 − 𝐶𝐸𝐹𝐷𝑖) = 0
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Maximum ECTD can be calculated based on the following formula: 
δ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(CETD𝑖 − CEFD𝑖) 


















Set of rejected hypotheses Cumulative 
Expected False 




TRUE Discoveries if set 
is rejected (CETD) 
δ=CETD-CEFD 
 
𝑆1 𝑝1 𝑓1 𝑅1 = 𝑆1 𝑁×𝑝1 𝑓1 − 𝑁×𝑝1 𝑓1 − 𝑁×𝑝1 −  𝑁×𝑝1 
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= 1 ∑ (𝑓𝑖)
𝑘
𝑖=1 =N 




































p-value of the set 



























of this set 
δ = 
CETD-CEFD 
1 7 7 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 
2 1 8 0.000001 0.001044 0.001044 0.000131 7.998956 0.998956 7.997912 
3 1 9 0.000005 0.00522 0.004176 0.00058 8.99478 0.995824 8.98956 
4 1 10 0.000008 0.008352 0.003132 0.000835 9.991648 0.996868 9.983296 
5 1 11 0.000009 0.009396 0.001044 0.000854 10.9906 0.998956 10.98121 
6 1 12 0.000015 0.01566 0.006264 0.001305 11.98434 0.993736 11.96868 
7 1 13 0.000021 0.021924 0.006264 0.001686 12.97808 0.993736 12.95615 
8 1 14 0.000022 0.022968 0.001044 0.001641 13.97703 0.998956 13.95406 
9 1 15 0.000034 0.035496 0.012528 0.002366 14.9645 0.987472 14.92901 
10 1 16 0.000037 0.038628 0.003132 0.002414 15.96137 0.996868 15.92274 
11 1 17 0.0001 0.1044 0.065772 0.006141 16.8956 0.934228 16.7912 
… … … … … … … … … … 
34 1 40 0.00183 1.91052 0.061596 0.047763 38.08948 0.938404 36.17896 
35 1 41 0.001841 1.922004 0.011484 0.046878 39.078 0.988516 37.15599 
36 1 42 0.001944 2.029536 0.107532 0.048322 39.97046 0.892468 37.94093 
37 1 43 0.002081 2.172564 0.143028 0.050525 40.82744 0.856972 38.65487 
38 1 44 0.00213 2.22372 0.051156 0.050539 41.77628 0.948844 39.55256 
39 1 45 0.002369 2.473236 0.249516 0.054961 42.52676 0.750484 40.05353 
40 1 46 0.002387 2.492028 0.018792 0.054175 43.50797 0.981208 41.01594 
41 1 47 0.002582 2.695608 0.20358 0.057353 44.30439 0.79642 41.60878 
… … … … … … … … … … 
104 1 110 0.010835 11.31174 0.363312 0.102834 98.68826 0.636688 87.37652 
105 1 111 0.010966 11.4485 0.136764 0.10314 99.5515 0.863236 88.10299 
106 1 112 0.011041 11.5268 0.0783 0.102918 100.4732 0.9217 88.94639 
107 1 113 0.01112 11.60928 0.082476 0.102737 101.3907 0.917524 89.78144 
108 1 114 0.011198 11.69071 0.081432 0.10255 102.3093 0.918568 90.61858 
109 1 115 0.011256 11.75126 0.060552 0.102185 103.2487 0.939448 91.49747 
110 1 116 0.01126 11.75544 0.004176 0.10134 104.2446 0.995824 92.48912 
111 1 117 0.012177 12.71279 0.957348 0.108656 104.2872 0.042652 91.57442 
112 1 118 0.012225 12.7629 0.050112 0.10816 105.2371 0.949888 92.4742 
113 1 119 0.014141 14.7632 2.000304 0.124061 104.2368 -1.0003 89.47359 
114 1 120 0.014273 14.90101 0.137808 0.124175 105.099 0.862192 90.19798 
115 1 121 0.014334 14.9647 0.063684 0.123675 106.0353 0.936316 91.07061 
… … … … … … … … … … 
173 1 180 0.037786 39.44858 0.37584 0.219159 140.5514 0.62416 101.1028 
174 1 181 0.038832 40.54061 1.092024 0.223981 140.4594 -0.09202 99.91878 
175 1 182 0.039077 40.79639 0.25578 0.224156 141.2036 0.74422 100.4072 
176 1 183 0.039224 40.94986 0.153468 0.22377 142.0501 0.846532 101.1003 
177 1 184 0.0393 41.0292 0.079344 0.222985 142.9708 0.920656 101.9416 
178 1 185 0.04194 43.78536 2.75616 0.236678 141.2146 -1.75616 97.42928 
179 1 186 0.042014 43.86262 0.077256 0.235821 142.1374 0.922744 98.27477 
180 1 187 0.042584 44.4577 0.59508 0.237742 142.5423 0.40492 98.08461 
181 1 188 0.042642 44.51825 0.060552 0.236799 143.4818 0.939448 98.9635 
182 1 189 0.043978 45.91303 1.394784 0.242926 143.087 -0.39478 97.17394 







































0.10314 𝐹𝐷𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.222985
0.010966 0.0393








δ112=92.4742 δmax=101.9416 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 0.10816 
𝐹𝐷𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.222985 0.012225
0.0393
























𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑆1 ∪ 𝑆2 ∪ 𝑆3 ∪ … ∪ 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
 
  
𝐹𝐷𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥×𝑁
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